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iCloser is a utility designed to help users close iTunes, iPodService, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder,
Apple Mobile Device Server and Apple Mobile Device Helper. It is based on the universal scripting

interface in Windows and can automate the process of closing the said applications with the click of a
button. The utility is extremely easy to use and requires minimal training to set up, learn and use. iCloser is

ideal for the IT professional or anyone that uses the PC for personal or business purposes. You can use
iCloser for closing iTunes running processes, including the following: - iPodService - iTunes Helper -

mDNSresponder - Apple Mobile Device Server - Apple Mobile Device Helper The following features are
offered by iCloser: - User-friendly interface that doesn't take up a lot of space - Optional parameter

settings for each process - Backup capabilities that allow you to save the settings - Two profiles that allow
you to have the program close a specific program or all running processes at the same time - Ability to

choose the CPU and memory resource to leave open - Drag and drop support - System tray icon for instant
access - One-click operation - Status notification - Advanced folder list for easy access - Multiple selection
options The following screenshots are available for the product: About us Downloads360 is an online tech
magazine that covers a wide array of technology products and services. We provide information and help
you make informed buying decisions to meet your needs. We review these products and services and give
you unbiased reviews and recommendations that will help you make the most out of your purchase. We

provide unbiased reviews and recommendations to help you make an informed decision when purchasing.
Subscribe to our newsletter Get the latest reviews and recommendations straight to your inbox! We will

use and store your email address solely for the purpose of sending the newsletter to which you have
subscribed. You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking the unsubscribe link in the footer of any email

you receive from us or by contacting us, click hereChosen by warring parties as a neutral arbitrator, Eire is
being expected to declare soon whether the Good Friday peace accord will be upheld. Chosen by warring

parties as a neutral arbitrator, Eire is being expected to declare soon whether the Good Friday peace
accord will be upheld. The conflict between Northern Ireland's Catholic and Protestant communities began

in
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1. Automatically close iTunes running processes. 2. Automatically close iTunes process (no need to
remember IP). 3. Automatically close iTunes running processes (works for the new iTunes 9). 4.
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Automatically close iTunes, iPod, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder, Apple Mobile Device Server, as well
as Apple Mobile Device Helper. 5. Automatically close iTunes, iPod, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder,

Apple Mobile Device Server, as well as Apple Mobile Device Helper with multiple program (works for the
new iTunes 9). 6. Automatically close iTunes, iPod, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder, Apple Mobile

Device Server, as well as Apple Mobile Device Helper using Ctrl+Alt+Delete (works for the new iTunes
9). 7. Automatically close iTunes, iPod, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder, Apple Mobile Device Server, as

well as Apple Mobile Device Helper using any hotkey (works for the new iTunes 9). 8. Automatically
close iTunes, iPod, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder, Apple Mobile Device Server, as well as Apple Mobile

Device Helper using Command+Option+Delete (works for the new iTunes 9). 9. Automatically close
iTunes, iPod, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder, Apple Mobile Device Server, as well as Apple Mobile
Device Helper using shift+Delete (works for the new iTunes 9). 10. Automatically close iTunes, iPod,

iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder, Apple Mobile Device Server, as well as Apple Mobile Device Helper. 11.
Automatically close iTunes, iPod, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder, Apple Mobile Device Server, as well

as Apple Mobile Device Helper in Windows 7 (works for the new iTunes 9). 12. Automatically close
iTunes, iPod, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder, Apple Mobile Device Server, as well as Apple Mobile
Device Helper in Windows 8. 13. Automatically close iTunes, iPod, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder,

Apple Mobile Device Server, as well as Apple Mobile Device Helper in Windows 8.1 (works for the new
iTunes 9). 14. Automatically close iTunes, iPod, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder, Apple Mobile Device
Server, as well as Apple Mobile Device Helper in Windows 10 (works for the new iTunes 9). 15. Autom
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What's New In ICloser For Windows?

iCloser for Windows is software application built specifically for helping users close the iTunes music
program and the following processes: iPodService, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder, Apple Mobile Device
Server, as well as Apple Mobile Device Helper. The aforementioned processes are part of Apple’s iTunes
music software and run in the background for helping you perform various functions related to data
communication between any iPod or iPhone and the computer. For example, the iTunes Helper makes sure
the iTunes application is automatically opened when it detects a device connected to the PC. The processes
eat up a lot of CPU and memory, so they may hamper the overall performance of the computer, and if you
don’t need all the functions provided by the iTunes utility, you can easily close them. iCloser for Windows
sports a clean and intuitive layout that allows you to carry out most operations with just a few clicks.
Basically, it proves to be extremely easy to work with this tool, as it features built-in buttons for each
process, so you can easily select the program that you want to close. During our testing we have noticed
that iCloser for Windows carries out a task very quickly, and no errors showed up throughout the entire
process. It is quite friendly with system resources, so it doesn't interfere with other applications'
functionality. To sum things up, iCloser for Windows provides a handy set of parameters for helping you
close iTunes running processes. Thanks to its overall simplicity, it is suitable for beginners and
professionals alike. | iCloser for Windows is software application built specifically for helping users close
the iTunes music program and the following processes: iPodService, iTunes Helper, mDNSresponder,
Apple Mobile Device Server, as well as Apple Mobile Device Helper. The aforementioned processes are
part of Apple’s iTunes music software and run in the background for helping you perform various
functions related to data communication between any iPod or iPhone and the computer. For example, the
iTunes Helper makes sure the iTunes application is automatically opened when it detects a device
connected to the PC. The processes eat up a lot of CPU and memory, so they may hamper the overall
performance of the computer, and if you don’t need all the functions provided by the iTunes utility, you
can easily close them. iCloser for Windows sports a clean and intuitive layout that allows you to carry out
most operations with just a few clicks. Basically, it proves to be extremely easy to work with this tool, as it
features built-in buttons for each process, so you can easily select the program that you want to close.
During our testing we have noticed that iCloser for Windows carries out a task very quickly, and no errors
showed up throughout the entire process. It is
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 (32 or 64-bit) with.NET Framework 3.5 or higher (only) Windows 7 (32 or 64-bit)
with.NET Framework 3.5 or higher (only) Processor: Intel Core2 Quad Q6600 or equivalent 2.4 GHz quad
core processor or higher Intel Core2 Quad Q6600 or equivalent 2.4 GHz quad core processor or higher
Memory: 4 GB RAM (32-bit) or 6 GB RAM (64-bit) 4 GB RAM (32-bit) or 6 GB
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